Multy

Round

Multy is an open-source multisignature wallet for Bitcoin and
Ethereum cryptocurrencies and ERC20/ ERC721 tokens.

Seed

Equity
10%

Capital Seeking
1 000 000 $

Business Type
B2B, B2C

Headquarters
Minsk, Belarus

Legal Registration
Minsk, Belarus

www.multy.io
Investments
Pre-seed - 40 BTC from Cyber Fund in November, 2017

Product

MVP released

Multy is a new generation cryptocurrency wallet which turns payments into pure pleasure with the help of:

Geographic Focus:
The USA, Europe, Canada; less on post-Soviet region.

1. Air payments without requesting Internet connection, sharing geo-location, any personal data;
2. Contact list with wallet numbers of all those whom you have made transactions to;
3. Currency converter letting you set the transaction’s amount and see balance in fiat;
4. Multisignature for joint capital control;
5. Highest security level: Multy doesn’t store any personal information;
6. Simplicity: setting up a wallet takes only two taps with only one seed phrase for all crypto-assets;
7. Privacy: all private keys are encrypted on the owner’s phone;

Onepager

8. A browser for decentralized applications implemented within our mobile application.

Founders

Team size: 7

Vadim Makovsky

Vasily Nemkov

Pavel Klybik

Alexandr Prokopchuk

CEO, Android Developer

CTO

C++ / Go Developer

Lead iOS Developer

Rocket DAO Expert — Evaluation report — rocketdao.io

Problem

Solution

Of cryptocurrency users: evident lack of
secure, convenient and multi-functional
wallets protecting users personal data and
providing the best experience transferring
assets.

Multy is a mobile cryptocurrency wallet that
solves the problem of users’ data and assets
safety while providing a user-friendly and
intuitive interface and experience for the
community.

Of vendors: complicated and expensive
access to cryptocurrency users.

We care about security, so if anyone tampers
with your device, we delete all sensitive data
permanently.

Business Model

Market

Monetization hypotheses of the application:
- In-wallet exchange commissions;
- Multisignature setups;
- Donations from the wallet’s users;
- DApps partnerships and integrations;
- Partnership programs with other market
players.

The market is young but a fast-growing one
with the number of blockchain wallets users
reaching 29 mln today.
This is a globally scalable market. The USA,
Northern Europe, Asia, and post-Soviet area
are of our primary interest.

